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communication in favor of computations, which have become

faster and more energy efficient. Over the last decade alone

theoretical node-level compute power have increased 19×,

while bandwidth available to applications has seen an increase

by a factor of only 3×, resulting into a net decrease for byte

per floating-point operation (FLOP) of 6× [3]. An increased

rate of computations needs to be sustained by a matching

increase in memory bandwidth, but physical constraints set

hard limits on the latency and bandwidth of data transfers. The

current solution to overcome these limitations has increased

the number of memory hierarchies, with orders of magnitude

variation in cost and performance between them. Essentially,

current architectures represent execution environments where

data movements are the most performance-critical and energy-

critical components. This shift has greatly impacted the tradi-

tional programming approach where each computational core

corresponds to a unique process, and all data movement,

including at the node level, passes through a message passing

layer. As the intra-node inter-process communication costs

started to rise, efforts began to move applications toward a

more dynamic and/or flexible programming paradigm.

While communication libraries can be improved, using a

combination of processes and threads provides an approach

that is capable of better relieving the pressure on the memory

infrastructure, as there is no explicit communication between

threads in the same process. However, while the use of

multiple threads to alleviate intra-node data movement seems

like a reasonable approach, this generates an entire set of new

challenges, both at the programmability level and at the com-

munication level. Threads behave better when they are loosely

coupled, but more flexibility translates into reduced ordering

between actions in different threads, including communication.

Out-of-order communication is a chronic symptom of lack

of send determinism in applications [4], and an epitome of

out-of-sequence or unexpected messages. In a communication

paradigm other than MPI, this could be a minor issue (as an

example, in an Active Message [5] context), but the MPI API

was designed with a different set of requirements in mind and

is not necessarily compatible with such usage.

Current communication libraries struggle to efficiently sup-

port a large number of concurrent communications, imposing

artificial limitations on the latency and the injection rate of

messages. With that in mind, we propose in this paper several
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Message Passing Interface (MPI) is nearly ubiqui-

tous in HPC (according to [1] more than 90% of Esascale

Computing Project [ECP] and ATDM application proposals

use it either directly or indirectly). Therefore, the availability

of high-quality, high-performance, and highly scalable MPI

implementations which address the needs of applications and

the challenges of novel hardware architectures is fundamental

for the performance and scalability of parallel applications.

The MPI standard provides an efficient and portable

communication-centric application programming interface 
(API) that defines a variety of capabilities to handle different

types of data movements across processes, such as point-to-

point messaging, collective communication, one-sided remote 
memory access (RMA), and file support (MPI-IO) [2]. This

ensemble of communication capabilities gives applications a 
toolbox for satisfying complex and irregular communication

needs in a setup that maintains portability and performance

across different hardware architectures and operating systems. 
Owing to these characteristics, many scientific applications

have adopted MPI as their communication engine and, there-

fore, rely on the efficiency of the MPI implementation to

maximize the performance of their applications.

Recent hardware developments toward heavily threaded 
architectures have shifted the balance of computation vs.
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strategies to enhance MPI’s performance in multi-threaded

environments through an increased level of concurrency—for

one-sided and two-sided communications—for communication

progress and for message matching. We discuss our designs

and implementation in section III and evaluate it with the Mul-

tirate benchmark [6] and a multi-threaded RMA benchmark [7]

[8], along with the information from MPI’s internal software

counter [9] in section IV.

II. BACKGROUND

In this section we provide a high-level background of

important internal MPI operations for handling user-level

communications for interacting with the hardware and the

overall design of MPI in multi-threaded environments.

A. MPI Threading Level

The MPI-3.1 standard [2] provides four levels of threading

support. During MPI initialization, more precisely during

MPI Init thread, users can marshal with the MPI implementa-

tion the desired thread level for the application. However, most

MPI implementations only provide thread-protection when the

user initializes MPI with MPI THREAD MULTIPLE as it is

the only mode that allows thread concurrency, which is the

focus of this study.

B. Progress Engine

The progress engine is not a requirement from the MPI

standard, but most MPI implementations adopted this scheme.

From a high-level perspective, the MPI progress engine is

the component that ensures communication progress, either

by moving bytes across the hardware, ensuring the expected

message matching, or guaranteeing MPI’s first-in, first-out

(FIFO) message order requirement. From an implementation

perspective, the progress engine is the central place where

every component in an MPI implementation registers its

progressing routine—such as polling for incoming messages,

processing pending outgoing messages, including messages for

collective operations, or reporting completion to the user level.

As the MPI standard does not provide an API for explicitly

progressing messaging, calls into the MPI progress engine

occur under the hood during calls to other MPI routines.

The decision to enter the progress engine or not on a given

MPI function call is up to the MPI implementation, with the

exception of blocking routines such as MPI Send, MPI Recv

or MPI Wait where message progression, at least related to

the operation itself, is mandatory.

The main purpose of the progress engine is to give the MPI

implementation the opportunity to check for message comple-

tion events from the network, and to ensure timely progress

on non-blocking communications. MPI usually reads entries

from the completion queues (CQs) for completion events

on a particular network endpoint. Completion events can be

from both incoming and outgoing messages. In the case of

outgoing message completion, MPI marks the corresponding

send request as completed, and doing so might release the user

from a blocking call such as MPI Send.

C. Matching Process

The matching engine is another important piece of an

MPI implementation for handling incoming messages, as it

is responsible for the correct matching of sends and receives.

For single-threaded applications, the MPI standard offers the

guarantee that all messages between a source and destination

pair on the same MPI communicator are matched in a non-

overtaking manner, ensuring that the send order is the match-

ing order (or a FIFO ordering). This simplifies the semantics

as it ensures that, in single-threaded applications, messages

are always delivered in each communicator in a deterministic

order. However, at the network level the story is different, as

for performance and routing reasons networks do not provide

any ordering guarantee by default and the messages might

be delivered in an arbitrary order. This requires the MPI

library to implement a software solution to provide users with

the required message ordering guarantee. For multi-threaded

usage, the MPI standard only guarantees message ordering

within a single thread. Messages sent from different threads

are only guaranteed to happen in some serialized order, as

MPI communications, even blocking, are not synchronizing.

The algorithms to provide message ordering may be differ-

ent for each MPI implementation, but they share a common

approach: generate a sequence number for each message and

pack it within the message header. To simplify management,

this sequence number is generally per peer, per communicator.

The receiver extracts the sequence number from the incoming

header and uses it to ensure messages are processed in the

same order they were sent. Any message arriving out-of-

sequence needs to be saved for matching at a later time

when that message sequence number is called for. The im-

plementation has to allocate the necessary memory to store

the out-of-sequence messages, making this operation more

costly. Luckily, in a single-threaded scenario, the occurrence

is usually rare, and therefore the cost is negligible. However,

this is not the case for multi-threaded MPI. In the scenario—

with multiple threads concurrently sending messages on the

same communicator to the same destination MPI process—

given the nature of their non-deterministic behavior, threads

can easily compete and send the messages out of order. With

more likelihood of out-of-sequence messages, multi-threaded

MPI could suffer significant performance degradation as the

number of threads increases due to increased stress on the

matching process.

After the MPI implementation successfully validates the

sequence number of an incoming message, the message is

matched against a queue of the user’s posted receives. This

code region is a critical section and must be protected with a

lock in a multi-thread scenario to prevent concurrent access

to the queue. For example, races can occur when threads

are simultaneously posting receives; or when a thread adds

a request to the posted receive queue while another thread is

in the progress engine, trying to match an incoming message

with a request on the same queue.



D. Remote Memory Access

In addition to two-sided communication the MPI-3.1 stan-

dard provides support for one-sided (RMA) communication.

This support allows an MPI implementation to directly expose

hardware Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA), a feature

which is present on some high-performance networks (e.g.,

Infiniband and Cray Aries). This allows the MPI implemen-

tation to offload communication directly to the hardware. In

addition, the one-sided model separates communication (data

movement) from the synchronization (completion). There is no

need for any explicit matching for one-sided communication

removing a potential multi-threaded bottleneck. This makes

RMA well suited for multi-threaded applications.

The current MPI 3.1 standard provides support for three

different types of one-sided communication operations: put

(remote write), get (remote read), and accumulate (remote

atomic); and support for two classes of synchronization:

active-target (fence, post-start-complete-wait), and passive-

target (lock, flush). Active-target requires the target MPI pro-

cess of an RMA operation to participate in the synchronization

of the window. It is not well suited for multi-threaded appli-

cations as all synchronization needs to be funneled through a

single thread. Passive-target flush, on the other hand, does not

require the target of an RMA operation to participate in either

the communication or synchronization and allows for concur-

rent synchronization. For this study we focus exclusively on

the passive-target mode (MPI Win flush).

III. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

A. Resource Allocation

One major difference between using multiple MPI processes

versus a single MPI process with multiple threads is the re-

sources allocated for MPI operations. Resources such as buffer

pools, network contexts and endpoints, or completion queues

(CQs) are generally created per MPI process. In the process-

to-process communication model, with this single producer–

single consumer relationship, resource contention is limited.

In the case of multiple threads in the same MPI process,

these resources have to be protected, as concurrent access to a

resource may not be supported or create race conditions that

could compromise the correctness of the communication—or

even corrupt the state of the MPI library. At the same time,

this protection adds an extra cost to the operation and often

increases with the number of concurrent threads.

B. Communication Resources Instance

There are a variety of critical internal MPI resources that

must be protected in a multi-threaded environment, such as

the network endpoints, network contexts, and CQs. In existing

MPI implementations, a single network context is typically

created per MPI process and a single network endpoint per

source/destination pair. The CQ is usually attached to the

network context to store completion events. For multi-threaded

MPI, access to both network contexts and their CQs may have

to be protected, thus creating a potential bottleneck.

To give multi-threaded MPI a fair chance, more resources

need to be allocated for the entire MPI process. We use

the concept of a Communication Resources Instance (CRI)

to encompass resources such as network contexts, network

endpoints, and CQs with per-instance level of protection to

perform communication operations. The MPI implementation

can allocate multiple CRIs internally for multi-threaded needs.

Currently, there is no interoperability between threading

frameworks such as POSIX threads and MPI; therefore, the

MPI implementation does not have a standardized way to

get the number of threads that will be used for MPI com-

munication from the application. Thus, it is challenging for

the implementation to assess the proper number of CRIs to

allocate. That being said, an implementation can provide the

user with a way to give a hint via environment variable(s),

MPI info key(s), or other means (MCA parameters [10] for

Open MPI [11] or the new MPI control variables MPI T cvar)

to let the implementation know how many threads the ap-

plication intend to use for concurrent MPI operations. The

implementation can then allocate the CRIs accordingly. In our

implementation, MPI allocates a set of CRIs into a resource

pool and creates a centralized body to assign the allocated

instances to threads.

Ideally, there should be at least a one-to-one thread to

CRI mapping to completely eliminate the potential for lock

contention. However, in some cases external constraints limit

the capability of creating CRIs. As an example, the Cray

Aries network devices have a hardware limit on the number

of network contexts users can create, so the design must also

accommodate for cases where the number of CRIs is less than

the number of threads.

Giving more resources to the threads might not be suffi-

cient to increase communication performance for two-sided

communication as the MPI implementation still serializes the

calls to both the send operation and progress engine to prevent

any potential race conditions. In order to benefit from more

available resources, both the send and receive paths have to

be redesigned to allow for more parallelism while maintaining

thread safety and continuing to ensure the expected matching

semantic.

C. Try-Lock Semantics

Using locks to protect critical resources is one of the

simplest and most popular approaches to ensure thread safety

for critical sections. These locks act as a funnel when multiple

threads are going through the same code path, as lock con-

tention will cause threads to block. In some cases, especially

when the critical section is only performance critical (not

correctness critical), we can mitigate the funneling effect by

using try-lock semantics, a non-blocking version of lock,

where the lock acquisition returns immediately if it fails to

acquire the lock.

Try-lock semantics provide more opportunities for paral-

lelism. When the lock is already taken, we can be certain that

a thread is progressing that particular code path, and therefore,

the current thread can move on and try to pick up another code



Algorithm 1 Utilizing multiple CRIs to allow concurrent

sends.

1: function INIT

2: for i← 1, NumInstances do

3: instance[i]←CREATE-INSTANCE()

4: function SEND(msg)

5: k ← GET-INSTANCE-ID()

6: LOCK(instance[k]→ lock)

7: NETWORKSEND(instance[k],msg)

8: UNLOCK(instance[k]→ lock)

9: function GET-INSTANCE-ID–ROUND-ROBIN

10: static current id← 0
11: ret = current id

12: current id← current id+ 1
13: return (ret mod numInstances )

14: function GET-INSTANCE-ID–DEDICATED

15: static thread local my id← undefined

16: if my id is defined then

17: return my id

18: else

19: my id← GET-INSTANCE-ID()–ROUND-ROBIN

20: return my id

path to execute, or become a helper thread and complete other

menial work.

In the following subsections, we describe how we leverage

try-lock semantics along with the communication resources

instances (we will further refer to them as CRIs or ”instances”

in the following sections) to alleviate resource contention from

MPI’s internal receive path.

D. Concurrent Sends

For the MPI implementation to perform a send operation,

it needs access to a network endpoint. In the multi-threaded

case, the implementation usually protects the network context

with a lock. In our design, the network context is associated

with a CRI along with other resources, allowing us to move

the protection down the software stack, basically from per-

endpoint to per-instance. This move leads not only to finer

grains locks but also to an increased parallelism in the

communication infrastructure, allowing multiple threads to

perform send operations simultaneously on different instances.

Optimally assigning a CRI to a thread is a difficult question,

and we focus on evaluating two strategies: round-robin and

dedicated (Algorithm 1).

1) Round-Robin Assignment: In this strategy, every time

a thread needs to communicate, it first acquires a CRI. The

MPI implementation assigns an instance for a single use in

a first-come, first-served manner, supported by the use of a

circular array. Once the last available instance is assigned, the

implementation will recycle the instances and then give out the

Algorithm 2 Dedicated instance assignment to give priority to

the thread assigned instance before trying to progress others,

ensuring eventual progress for every instance.

1: function COMMUNICATION PROGRESS

2: count← 0
3: k ←GET-INSTANCE-ID()–DEDICATED

4: if trylock → instance[k].lock = success then

5: progress instance[k]
6: count← number of completions

7: unlock → instance[k].lock

8: if count = 0 then

9: for i← 1, NumInstances do

10: k ← GET-INSTANCE-ID()–ROUND-ROBIN

11: if trylock → instance[k].lock = success then

12: progress instance[k]
13: count← number of completions

14: unlock → instance[k].lock

15: if count > 0 then

16: return

first instance again. This approach eliminate the possibility of

lock contention by assigning a different instance for every call,

in exchange of a cheaper, atomic operation. It also improves

load balancing by distributing the communication work among

the allocated instances.

2) Dedicated Assignment: To permanently assign a CRI to

a thread, MPI can utilize thread-local storage (TLS), provided

either by the threading library (e.g., POSIX threads) or the

programming language (e.g., C11, C++11). This approach

can only be implemented when the system or the compiler

supports TLS, a pretty standard feature nowadays. In our

implementation we use the native compiler support either

from C11 or the GNU Compiler Collection (GCC). When

checking for a CRI to use, the implementation can check

if an instance information is stored in TLS. If not, it can

assign an instance with a round-robin assignment and save

the instance information in the TLS. With the dedicated

assignment strategy, there is no possibility of lock contention

on the instance as long as the number of threads is lower than

or equal to the number of instances allocated. If not, some

communicating threads might share the same instance and then

introduce lock contention if they simultaneously communicate.

E. Concurrent Progress

Traditionally, Open MPI serializes calls into the progress

engine, allowing only a single thread to progress communi-

cations. Such a coarse-grained protection under-utilizes the

available thread parallelism, and limits the rate of message

extraction to the power of a single thread. To allow threads to

extract messages concurrently, we removed the serialization

from the progress engine and exploited our instance-level

protection to provide the required thread safety instead.
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Fig. 1: Matching process is still a serial operation and become

a major roadblock for multi-threaded MPI. Serial progress

(left), Concurrent Progress with multiple CRIs effectively

move the bottleneck to the matching process (right)

The progress engine also suffers from the lack of threading

information in MPI. When a thread makes a call into the

progress engine, it requires an instance to progress. We utilize

the same centralized body as for concurrent sends to assign an

instance to a thread. The strategies to choose which instance to

progress are similar to how we choose the instance for the send

path—namely, Round-robin and Dedicated (Section III-D).

For the Dedicated strategy, with a permanent instance as-

signed to each thread, a few issues need to be addressed. First,

the MPI implementation has to make sure that it progresses

every allocated CRI to prevent deadlock scenarios where

message completion is generated in an instance that is not

progressed by the associated thread. Second, the user might

destroy the thread and create orphaned CRIs that cannot be

reused by other threads. To overcome this limitation, we have

each thread try to progress their dedicated instance first, and,

if there is no completion event, move on to try progressing

other instances. This design will guarantee that every instance

will eventually get progressed while still maintaining the

optimization benefit from TLS.

Furthermore, the try-lock semantics on the instances become

a valuable weapon to the efficiency of concurrent progress

design (Algorithm 2). If a thread fails to acquire the lock for

an instance, it assumes that another thread is progressing that

particular instance, and the current thread can try to pick up

another instance to progress or return.

F. Concurrent Matching

The matching process is possibly the only strictly serial

operation in the MPI two-sided communication. By changing

from a serial progress to a concurrent progress engine, we

effectively move the bottleneck to the matching process. As

long as the matching process cannot be performed in parallel,

it will be challenging to get optimal performance from multi-

threaded MPI (Figure 1), as there will always be a protected

section in the message reception critical path.

The current message matching design from state-of-the-

art, open-source MPI implementations such as MPICH and

Open MPI drastically differ. Even in the context of the

same MPI implementation, the matching infrastructure can

be different depending on the network used (Portals provides
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Fig. 2: Different modes of operations in Multirate–Pairwise

benchmark binding CPU cores to communication entities.

hardware matching), the hardware capabilities (AVX provides

opportunities for vector matching) and the configured software

stack. As an example, Open MPI supports multiple methods

for matching, going from hardware matching when available,

to a single global queue when using the UCX PML; to a

vector fuzzy-matching single global queue [12]; and finally

to the default, more decentralized matching in the OB1 PML

(with a matching queue per process per communicator with

special arrangements for MPI ANY SOURCE that has the

potential to minimize the contention lock for communications

not between the same peers in the same communicator).

A study of optimized or parallel matching is not within

the scope of this paper. For this study, we will show the

potential of concurrent matching by utilizing OB1, a point-to-

point matching layer (PML) component designed to perform

the matching process per MPI communicator instead of glob-

ally. We can then simulate the concurrent matching process

by creating multiple communicators and allowing threads to

perform unhindered matching in parallel. While this approach

might not be practical for some real-world applications, it is

sufficient to demonstrate the potential of multi-threaded MPI.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

Most of the design strategies described in this paper are

generic, and can be applied to different MPI implementations.

To assess their benefit and potential performance impact we

implemented them in Open MPI, by taking advantage of the

Open MPI modular design [13], and utilizing the OB1 point-

to-point messaging component (pml/OB1) in conjunction with

the uct (for Infiniband networks) and ugni (for Aries networks)

Byte Transport Layer (BTL) components (btl/uct), which were

updated to use multiple CRIs. We also modified the Open MPI

progress engine (opal progress) to allow multiple threads in

the progress engine.

To gain low-level insights into the different statistics re-

lated to the communication engine, we took advantage of

Open MPI’s built-in Software-based Performance Counters

(SPCs) [9] to expose internal MPI information with low

overhead. SPCs offer a variety of measurements from the MPI

level, such as the number of messages sent/received as well as

MPI internal information, such as the number of unexpected or



TABLE I: Testbeds configuration.

Alembert Trinitite

Processor Dual 10-core Intel Xeon
E5-2650 v3 @2.3 Ghz

Dual 16-core Intel Xeon
E5-2698 v3 @2.3 Ghz

Haswell Haswell
Main Memory 64GB DDR4 128GB DDR4
Interconnect InfiniBand EDR (100

Gbps)
Cray Aries (100 Gbps)

OS Scientific Linux 7.3 Cray Suse Linux
Compiler GCC 8.3.0 GCC 8.3.0

out-of-sequence messages, the cost of matching, or the length

of the matching queues. For this study, we focus on two of

these counters: the number of out-of-sequence messages and

the total matching time.

To evaluate the impact of each strategy presented in this

paper, we measure the message rate with the Multirate bench-

mark [6] in pairwise pattern for two-sided communication, and

use the RMA-MT benchmark [14] for one-sided communica-

tion. We have run several hundred experiments and report in

all instances the mean and the standard deviation in the figures,

which should be noted is consistently very small.

Multirate–pairwise spawns pairs of communication entities

which can be mapped to either an MPI process or a single

thread to perform communication simultaneously (Figure 2).

For two-sided communication experiments, we perform zero

byte communications as they allows us to capture only the

cost of the message envelope. Open MPI sends necessary

matching information to be matched on the receiver side

without any payload (the size of this matching header is small

in Open MPI, around 28 bytes).

RMA-MT is a benchmark developed at Sandia National Lab

(SNL) and Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) to stress-

test an MPI implementation under a heavy multi-threaded

Remote Memory Access (RMA) workload. The experimental

testbeds specifications are presented in Table I, and are Alem-

bert from the University of Tennessee (IV-A through IV-E)

and LANL’s Trinitite clusters (IV-F).

A. Concurrent Sends

Figure 3a demonstrates the effect of allocating additional

internal resources, CRIs. We use the original design, which

serializes progress and therefore only allows a single thread to

perform the network extraction at a time. By only introducing

changes on the sender side, these experiments demonstrate

the impact of increasing resource availability, thus decreasing

contention on the send path. This allows multiple threads

to reach the lowest network level simultaneously, each in a

different context, and to technically perform send operations

concurrently. We employ the two strategies described in Sec-

tion III-D to assign an instance to a thread: round-robin and

dedicated presented by solid and dashed lines, respectively.

Each color represents a different number of instances allocated

for the experiment.

The red lines represent the base performance—the original

multi-threading support in Open MPI—with a single instance

shared between all threads. The impact of contention on

the shared resource become visible very early, starting as

soon as 2 threads. The scenario under investigation here is

very demanding. As the only payload is the MPI matching

envelope, threads sharing the same instance will continously

fight for the same protection lock, and the lock will therefore

always be contested.

Ideally, a one-to-one mapping from a thread to an instance

should be the starting point to maximize the performance as,

if handled correctly, even when all threads use the network

there can be no contention on any instances. We achieve this

scenario by employing the Dedicated strategy on this experi-

ment, represented by the blue-dashed line (with 20 threads, 20

instances). Just by increasing the number of instances we can

achieve a performance gain of up to 100% compared to our

original case. If we reduce the number of instances to 10, we

see a small performance drop after going over 10 threads as

the threads start sharing the instances, thus introducing some

congestion (green-dashed line).

Although the round-robin strategy (solid lines) does not give

the best performance, it significantly softens the effect of the

congestion by evenly spreading the CRIs among threads, thus

reducing the lock congestion. It is still a viable strategy when

Dedicated cannot be implemented due to lack of compiler

support on the platform.

The performance metrics obtained from SPC are presented

along with Figure 3 in Table II. Due to the space constraints,

we only present the information from the last data point from

the best result of each figure, at 20 thread pairs, 20 instances

with Dedicated assignment strategy. In general, for serial

progress, the SPCs show similar numbers of out-of-sequence

messages (up to 90%) with similar time spent in matching.

B. Concurrent Progress

Figure 3b presents the performance impact from concurrent

progress. The difference from the above experiment is the

concurrent progress, which basically allows multiple threads

to execute the progress engine simultaneously.

Concurrent progress hinders the performance instead of

boosting it, even with increased parallelism (Figure 3b). The

results show a funneling effect as the number of threads

increases, regardless of number of instances or the assignment

strategy, just as expected. The potential parallelism from con-

current progress is restricted by the next step in the execution

path, the matching, and cannot boosts the performance as

long as the matching process remains a serial operation; the

approach effectively moves the bottleneck from the progress

engine to the matching process (Figure 1).

The SPC information from Table II reveals that the MPI

implementation is spending up to 300% more time in matching

compared to our earlier experiment, which is consistent with

our expectations.

C. Concurrent Matching

We relax the constraints on the matching to improve upon

the previous case. To simulate a concurrent matching process,
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Fig. 3: Zero byte message rate on different strategies.

TABLE II: Software Performance Counters information from last data point of the experiment in Figure 3.

(20 thread pairs, Dedicated assignment, total messages = 2,585,600)

Serial Progress Concurrent Progress Concurrent Progress + Matching

Number of instances 1 10 20 1 10 20 1 10 20
Out-of-sequence messages 2,154,493 2,323,003 2,225,190 2,375,922 2,425,818 2,420,660 15,188 45 0
Out-of-sequence (%) 83.32% 89.98% 86.08% 91.89% 93.82% 93.62% 0.59% ≈ 0% 0%
Match time (ms) 2,732 2,622 2,738 8,553 7,944 8,069 476 430 389

we create multiple communicators and take advantage of

the matching logic in the OB1 PML, with matching queues

private to each communicator. Since the pml/OB1 component

in Open MPI performs matching per-communicator, this ef-

fectively provides support for concurrent matching.

Multirate–pairwise provides an option to assign a commu-

nicator per each pair of communicating threads. With a unique

communicator per thread pair along with concurrent sends and

concurrent progress, this part of the experiment represents

the multi-threaded performance when the contention in the

matching process is minimal.

Figure 3c highlights a major increase in the message rate

for all strategies. Even the round-robin assignment (solid lines)

shows performance improvement with the number of threads,

a completely different outcome from our earlier experiments.

The instance assignment strategy seems to perform well even

after the number of threads is greater than the number of

instances. For this strategy, messages from the same commu-

nicator can be sent out from different instances. There are

chances that the receiver—as their threads extract the mes-

sages simultaneously from multiple instances—will perform

matching on the messages from the same communicator and

introduce some congestion (Figure 1).

Dedicated assignment gives the best performance as each

thread always uses the same network instance in addition to

using the same communicator (dashed lines). The blue dashed

line represents an ideal scenario with one-to-one mapping from

thread to CRI to communicator. The performance scales with

the number of threads but drops once the number of threads

is large, suggesting other bottlenecks not yet identified. The

green dashed line shows the same performance scaling until

the threads have to share instances (at 11 threads and over)

before dropping off similarly to the blue dashed line.

The information from the SPCs also shows a drastic im-

provement over earlier experiments as the number of out-of-

sequence messages drops significantly after introducing more

instances. The match time is minimal, as there is a guarantee

for no contention on both the instance and the matching

process. While this approach could be implemented in a cus-

tomized benchmark, using dedicated communicators for each

communication thread pair might not be practical for most

applications. Nonetheless, this experiment successfully shows

that the major bottleneck for multi-threaded MPI currently

resides in the matching process contention.

D. Message Overtaking

We can break the matching process into two parts: se-

quence number validation, and the queue search to match

messages with MPI requests. As explained earlier, out-of-

sequence messages force the MPI implementation to allocate

memory to buffer the message for processing later, which is

a costly operation right in the middle of the critical path. It

is possible to relax the matching order requirement in MPI,

which translate to ignoring the sequence number validation,

by providing the MPI info key mpi assert allow overtaking

to the communicator, allowing MPI to therefore immediately

match every incoming message. This info key is not novel, it

has been intensely discussed in the MPI Forum, and has been

approved for inclusion in the next version of the MPI standard.

This study can serve as a further validation of the usefulness

of this info key in threaded scenarios.

Allowing the MPI implementation to match every incoming

message immediately will lead to high stress on the queue

search. When using multiple tags, the queue search is a linear

operation where the cost increases with the queue length.
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Fig. 4: Zero byte message rate when the message ordering is not enforced.

When a message is matched out of sequence, the average

time to search the queue is increased because the request

associated with the message might be at the end of the

queue. To fully reap the benefits of message overtaking, we

modify Multirate–pairwise to post the receive with a wildcard

tag (MPI ANY TAG) to force the implementation to always

match the incoming message with the first posted receive

request, skipping the queue search entirely.

This experiment represents the multi-threaded MPI perfor-

mance if the matching process cost is minimal. We perform

the same set of experiments from earlier with our tweak and

demonstrate the result in Figure 4. If we take a look at the

serial progress performance (Figure 4a), for a single instance

(red lines), we can still see that increasing the number of

instances helps in giving some performance boost from the

sender side. The message rate flattens out around 500K msg/s

and remains unchanged with an increasing number of threads,

similarly with our earlier experiment (Figure 3a). This suggests

that the source of performance degradation in multi-thread

MPI is mostly from the matching process.

Although concurrent progress still shows the same perfor-

mance drop from matching congestion where multiple threads

try to acquire the matching lock, the message rate still flattens

out around the same point as serial progress (Figure 4b). While

in the last case, with both concurrent progress and concurrent

matching (Figure 4c), removing the ordering does not affect

the performance because the matching process for this strategy,

based on MPI ANY TAG, is already optimal.

E. Current State of MPI Threading

In this section, we compare our proposed strategies and

with different state-of-the-art MPI implementations on the

same configuration of Multirate–pairwise. To get a better

understanding of where the threaded performances are over-

all, we also compare with the process-based mode, where

communications—instead of happening between threads—

now happen between processes placed on the same nodes as

the original threads. Ideally, running on the same hardware

with the same communication pattern should yield similar

performance, regardless of whether processes or threads are

used. Unfortunately, as we demonstrated in Figure 5, at the
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Fig. 5: Zero byte message rate from different state-of-the-art

MPI implementations shows disparity between two mode of

operations along with our threading improvements. (Note: Log

scale on Y-axis.)

current stage of threading support in all MPI implementations,

we are far from this ideal scenario.

The MPI implementations presented in this experiment are

Intel MPI 2018.1 [15], MPICH 3.3 [16] and Open MPI

4.0.0 [11] with and without our modification. Each MPI

implementation was compiled with GCC 8.3.0 with proper

optimization flags (except for Intel MPI which is only available

as a pre-compiled binary from the vendor).

Figure 5 highlights, using a log-scale Y axis from multi-

thread standpoint, that there is little difference between MPI

implementations (dashed lines)—they all perform similarly

poorly. We observe roughly a 100% performance boost from

our base implementation by employing try-lock semantics
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Fig. 6: RMA-MT performance using MPI Put and MPI Win flush on Haswell architecture
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Fig. 7: RMA-MT performance using MPI Put and MPI Win flush on KNL architecture.

with multiple CRIs (dark red), but these results should be

put in a larger context and compared with the process-to-

process performance. The black dotted line represents the CRI

injunction with concurrent progress and concurrent matching,

the most optimistic scenario for communicating threads. While

we do notice a significant boost in performance, up to 10×

compared with the base implementation, we still cannot reach

the same level of performance as the non-threading mode,

suggesting not yet identified bottlenecks for multi-thread MPI.

F. RMA Performance

To test the performance of our implementation with one-

sided MPI, we ran experiments with the RMA-MT benchmark.

The experiments were run on the Trinitite system at LANL

using both Intel Knights Landing (KNL) and Haswell compute

nodes. Open MPI was configured to use the ugni BTL and

the RDMA one-sided component (osc). The ugni btl provides

support for multiple CRIs for one-sided communication only.

By default, the ugni btl will try to detect the number of

cores available to the MPI process and will attempt to create

one instance per available core. In the case of the RMA-MT

benchmark, this creates 32 instances on Haswell nodes and 72

instances on KNL nodes.

All tests were configured to bind each benchmark thread to a

dedicated CPU core (-x option). We ran the benchmarks from 1

to 32 threads on Haswell nodes, and 64 threads on KNL nodes,

using the MPI Put operation (-o put) and MPI Win flush

synchronization (-s flush) with both round-robin and dedicated

assignment strategies. This benchmark spawns a user-specified

number of threads that for each message size perform 1000

put operations. The first thread then calls MPI Win sync to

synchronize the window. The results for both Haswell and

KNL architectures appear in Figures 6 and 7 where the black

horizontal line in each sub-figure represents the theoretical

peak message rate for that particular message size.

The results show that the performance when using dedi-

cated instances for threads (triangles) significantly outperforms

round-robin (square). The performance difference is similar

on both KNL and Haswell nodes. When using a dedicated

thread instance, the performance of the RMA-MT benchmark

scales almost perfectly with the number of threads. The single

instance performance (red) represents the performance before

support was added for multiple network instances, where the

performance drops with increasing numbers of threads due to

the lock contention on a single instance.

As expected, there appears to be little benefit from concur-

rent progress in this configuration (dashed lines), likely due

to the absence of involvement of the target process in one-

sided communications, which annul the need for concurrently

draining the network and matching the messages.



V. RELATED WORK

Many studies have been conducted investigating ways to

improve the efficiency of multi-threaded MPI. [17]–[19] pro-

posed several strategies to minimize locking for MPI internals

to mitigate the effect of lock contention, which becomes

one of the main performance bottlenecks for multi-threaded

MPI. The authors of [20] proposed software offloading to

avoid the lock entirely by having one dedicated communica-

tion thread, centralizing the MPI operations between threads

through a lock-less command queue. [21] [22] [23] [24]

investigate alternative thread vs. process approaches and the

use of shared memory mapping between MPI processes for

intra-node communications, circumventing the use of threads

and MPI THREAD MULTIPLE and avoid the cost of thread

synchronization from MPI entirely.

In this study, we take advantage of the thread synchroniza-

tion object of Open MPI’s progress engine. Threads are bound

to the object with events, allowing threads to get notification

of event completion. Open MPI leverages the synchronization

object to reduce the lock contention in the progress engine,

similarly to the study of Dang et al., for MPICH [25].

Si et al. propose interoperability between the MPI and

OpenMP runtimes [26] [27] to fully utilize idle application-

level threads for MPI communications in many-core environ-

ments. Grant et al. studied an approach to aggregate small

messages from multiple threads into a larger buffer before

sending to peer to avoid the matching overhead incurred per

message [28].

There is interest in extending the MPI standard to allow

MPI users to create necessary communication endpoints to

enhance multi-threaded communication performance by giving

threads direct access to the hardware resources [29], [30].

These studies are somewhat similar to our work, but instead

of proposing a solution hidden in the MPI software stack,

they propose user-level solutions, a possibly more enticing

approach for power-users.

A previous study investigated the performance of the multi-

threaded RMA support in Open MPI when using multiple

device contexts [8]. That work, however, did not look at the

performance when binding network resources to threads. The

results of this study show that there are additional performance

benefits that can be achieved by dedicating a thread to a

particular resource.

VI. OPTIMIZATION SUGGESTIONS

In general, the MPI implementations could benefit from

allocating more resources for threads to allow them to op-

erate simultaneously. There are several strategies to assign

the resources to threads. Our experiments confirm that the

ideal approach is to have at least a one-to-one mapping

from thread to the resource (dedicated assignment), similar to

non-threading environments where each process has exclusive

access to its network resources.

For two-sided communication, the likelihood of out-of-

sequence messages increases with the number of threads,

putting tremendous stress on the receiver side’s matching pro-

cess. Using an MPI info key to allow message overtaking from

the application level might help in boosting the performance.

However, it might only be suitable for some categories of

application that do not rely on message ordering, such as task-

based runtimes.

The matching process remains one of the major bottlenecks

for two-sided communication, as it is a critical section that has

to be protected. This study further demonstrates the potential

of multi-threaded MPI if the matching process is parallelized,

but while it is possible to argue that all the protection

mechanisms can be optimized, it remains true that matching,

as imposed by the MPI standard, is inherently sequential.

Dropping the matching requirements for messages will either

move the MPI two-sided communications performance and

scalability toward one-sided communications—which come

with their own set of constraints—or push in the direction of

Active Messages, a field that has received little interest from

the MPI community as yet.

One-sided communication reaps the most benefit from more

allocated resources. Without matching process, the perfor-

mance does not suffer from the funneling effect on the

matching process serialization. Our experiment shows good

performance scaling with the number of threads. However,

one-sided communication imposes the burden of synchroniza-

tion and programming complexity on the users.

VII. CONCLUSION

With the hope to make MPI a more suitable communication

infrastructure for mixed programming paradigms (MPI+X),

we assessed the performance of two-sided communications

on several MPI implementations in a multi-threaded sce-

nario. Confronted with an abysmal performance gap between

threads-and processes-based communications, we proposed

several strategies to address this performance gap, and imple-

mented and evaluated them in the Open MPI library, looking

at their impact on both one- and two-sided communications.

While we implemented our proposed design in Open MPI, the

design is highly portable and can be easily adopted for other

MPI implementations. We have also proposed a few potential

additions to the MPI standard that would allow for better

threading support, topics we plan to continue to investigate

in the future.

Our optimizations are partially available in Open MPI

release version 4.0 and entirely in the master branch on the

official Open MPI GitHub repository.1
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